Faraday tilting of water-immersed granular beds.
Under low-frequency vertical vibration, a system of fine grains within a fluid is observed to tilt or to form piles, an effect studied by Faraday for grains in air. Here, we investigate the physical mechanisms behind Faraday tilting in a bed of vertically vibrated bronze spheres fully immersed in water. Experimental observations of surface tilting and bulk convection are compared with the results of molecular dynamics simulations in which the water is treated as an incompressible fluid. Our simulations reproduce the main features observed experimentally. Most tilt construction is shown to be due to horizontal fluid flow within the bed, principally occurring when the gap between the bed and the supporting platform is close to a maximum. Tilt destruction occurs by granular surface flow and in the bulk of the bed at times during each vibratory cycle close to and just later than bed impact. Destruction becomes more important for higher values of frequency and vibration amplitude, leading to lower tilt angles, partial tilting, or the symmetric domed geometry of Muchowski flow.